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 June? We are half through 2022 already! Well, although we mumble and muddle about 
how half a year has already passed quickly in the blink of an eye with the reminder of June - we 
have more news to rejoice with this edition. 

             First being this special edition wrapped up for you readers. The 1971 Batch Golden Jubilee 
a.k.a 50 Years Anniversary Special Edition! Our team has been excited this past month trying to 
document and collate the material for this edition by talking to alumni of 1971 Batch and reading 
through their journeys and stories. We have been bringing SAMPADA out for almost 12+ years 
now and every time we interact with an alumnus, we are spellbound by their thoughts, 

achievements and stories. It brings us so much pride to be a part of this glorious alumni 
community. We are so grateful and convey our Special Thanks to the all alumni of 1971 batch for 
providing us this opportunity to document their 50 Years Celebrations and to be a part of it. We 
have interviews, profiles, photos down the lane of nostalgia, stories and much more covered 

specially for them in this edition. 

 Speaking about more news to rejoice, namma UVCE has few other events to add to it. 
Karnataka Chief Minister Shri Basavaraj Bommai visited the college premises to inaugurate the 

renovated buildings and lay the foundation stone for the Mechanical Engineering Block. We have 
more details on the event coverage inside this edition. We hope these events pave up for 
betterment of namma UVCE, we as alumni should join hands and ensure to add more of our 
contributions to make UVCE a premier institution. 

 Continuing on the front of more joyous news: 12+Years of drafting these editions, Team 
SAMPADA will be celebrating namma glorious 150th edition in the next month and we cannot be 

more excited about it. It has been a great journey so far and we intend to keep working with 
twice the efforts to bring out more editions to namma UVCEian readers and to document this 
wonderful institution’s glory. On this 150th edition occasion, we will be weaving another special 

edition and all the exclusive details are inside this edition. 

 Sampada has not only been the platform to bring our UVCE stories but also a channel to 

bring the alumni of this community more closer and stronger. I have grown from being a student 
to an alumnus while being part of this team. And with every edition I have learnt so much, shared 
so much as I pen with joy the editorials, collate and write content each month. So I wanted to 

share something that struck my mind this past week. 

 I was watching a show that was highlighting the hardships or struggles that everyone had 
to put through during this nightmare of a pandemic we went through. This had me thinking. The 
last 2+ years has been hard on all of us and thankfully we are in a better place today;  a more 

hopeful one that things may resume to being better/normal. The pandemic put a sudden halt to 
all our lives; kids, adults, elders—everyone. Almost like huge speed bump that appeared suddenly 

on a highway that we were cruising at a super high speed. We all were halted, hurt to different 
degrees. And we were forced to stop to ask ourselves “Am I okay?” “Are my loved ones around me 

okay?” We were busy running our lives which in some ways had accelerated to another level 
without our knowledge — to a level that it may or may not have off tracked from where we 
dreamt to be.  The pandemic made us pause by force but - we coped, gave ourselves courage, we 
checked in on ourselves and our loved ones, took time to heal our bruises—not just ones from the 
pandemic but also those that went ignored from before and now over the time have prepped 
ourselves to get ready. These few lines cannot fully encapsulate what the pandemic has been to 
each one of us but just describe in a short prose. And what I wanted to really to say to our 
readers was: We maybe trying to head to our pre-pandemic life but we may get caught up in the 
speed again and ignore about how we feel or how we are doing or if we are hurt. So remember to 
take time in your ways to pause and ask yourself “Am I doing ok?”; assure yourself and take steps 
to feel ok. Check in on people around - maybe one ping from you can help them go one step 
further - a small text/call asking how are you? can be a huge assurance that you are here. And 
this will get us through everything - a pandemic or not together! 

- Chitra S Reddy,  Team Sampada 

EDITORIAL 



UVCEGA 2ND AGM 

We are glad to inform you that we are having the 2nd Annual General Body Meeting of UVCE 

Graduates Association and we are inviting all the members.to join us for the AGM. We have 

published the Notice below and the same will be shared over email and WhatsApp messages to all 

the members. Meanwhile, we will also be publishing it in two leading Newspapers as per the 

Bylaw too. 

 AGM is the event where the members can know the activities of the Association and show 

interest in how they can get involved. It is an opportunity to meet and greet the  alumni from 

various batches, help in building the community. We would be glad if you can join us for the 

event. If you have not registered as a member of UVCEGA yet, you can do so now - Online 

Registration - will take just 5 mins of yours. In case you are already a member, please ask your 

friends/batchmates to register. Membership Drive will be there on spot as well before the start of 

AGM. If you have any queries, feel free to write to us - info@uvcega.org 

uvcega.org/members
uvcega.org/members
mailto:info@uvcega.org


As you all are aware that UVCE Graduates Association was started in April 2019 with an intention 

to build the UVCE alumni community and create a platform to stay connected with the alma-

mater. An ad-hoc committee was formed then to setup the organization and run the show 

initially. By the time, we conducted elections as per the Bylaw, the pandemic had started and 

hence it was postponed. Last year too, we had virtual AGM conducted and elections were 

postponed. The Deputy Registrar of Societies too had given waiver for all the Associations from 

conducting elections. Now, with the threat of pandemic reduced, we want to hold the elections 

for the Executive Committee of UVCE Graduates Association. As per the Bylaw, 9 members are to 

be elected for the Executive committee out of which the Officer Bearers will be later decided 

amongst them.  

 The current adhoc Committee has decided to appoint Dr K S Anandram from 1964 Batch as 

the Returning Officer for the Election process to be conducted.  Further to this, he has 

communicated and discussed with the Executive committee in detail and you can find the 

Calendar of Events and the Rules & Regulations for the Election here: 

Rules for Election 
 Calendar of Events will be formally announced by Returning Officer 
 Nomination Form to be filed within the said date and time. The forms to be sent to the 

Association Office Address –  
                 UVCE Graduates Association, 100/4, Bull Temple Road, Bangalore-19 
 Any applicant, who wishes to withdraw his/her election nomination, can do so by handing 

over the Withdrawal Form to the Returning Officer within the said date and time. It can be 
sent to the Association Office Address as mentioned above. 

 All members who have registered until the publication of final list of candidates can vote 

(both Provisional & Lifetime Members). The entire list will be published on the mentioned 
date for verification. 

 Any discrepancies in the Voter list to be bought to the notice of the Returning Officer, who has 
the power and authority to decide accordingly on the issue raised. 

 Members can collect their ID Cards after filling the form and submitting it even on the day of 

Elections and then vote accordingly. 
 To vote, the members will need to show their ID Cards   
 

Calendar of Events for the Election: 
 Date for Receipt of Nomination Form   -  June 19th 

 Announcement of Voters List    -  June 20th  
 Last Date for Receipt of Nomination (before 5PM) -  June 24th 
 Scrutiny & Publication of Eligible Candidates  -  June 25th 
 Withdrawal of Nominations (within 5PM)  -  June 26th 
 Publication of Final List of Candidates   -  June 27th 
 Announcement of Final Voters List   -  June 27th  
 Elections, if necessary between 1PM – 3PM  -  July 10th 

 Counting of votes from 3PM Onwards   -  July 10th 
 Announcements of Results after counting  -  July 10th  
 We are thankful to Dr Anandram for agreeing to be the Returning Officer and also putting 

together the Rules and Calendar of Events at such a short notice. The Nomination Forms will be 

available in the website - https://uvcega.org/content/info/rsvp-uvcega2agm. We request more 

people who can spare their time and effort in building this organization to submit their 

nominations and contribute in the growth of the community. For any queries, feel free to reach 

out to us via info@uvcega.org. If you have specific queries to the Returning Officer, you can 

mention that in the mail and we will be updating him the same. 

 - Secretary, UVCE Graduates Association 

UVCEGA ELECTIONS 

https://uvcega.org/content/info/rsvp-uvcega2agm


UVCE IN MEDIA  

Bengaluru’s University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering building dons a new look 

 An iconic landmark in the heart of the city, the century-old University Visvesvaraya College 

of Engineering (UVCE) at K.R. Circle on Thursday, 9th June, 2022 will don a new, improved look, 

while keeping its heritage values intact. 

 On Thursday, Chief Minister Basavaraj 

Bommai will inaugurate the newly-built and 

renovated buildings. Works worth 200 crore 

have been taken up at the UVCE campus, 

including the renovation which, officials said, 

has been carried out while maintaining the 

historical beauty of the buildings.  

 While the new hostel is being constructed 

at a cost of 22 crore and will accommodate more than 1,000 students in the future, it also has a 

two-storey dining hall. The main building features Greco-Roman architecture, soundproof 

classrooms, and a sprawling amphitheatre, which can accommodate 1,000 people.  

‘Durable for the next 100 years 

 Until a few years ago, many of the buildings were in a dilapidated condition. For strength 

and improvement of the structures, a triple-layer wall was built, which has made the building 

strong enough to last for another 100 years, university officials said. The British-era architecture 

roofs are 25 ft high and the doors are 15 ft high, and the royal look of the building has been kept 

as before and coloured red, like most heritage buildings, they explained. 

 Due to its location, the increasing traffic was a bane. However, now classrooms have triple-

layer windows. Welcoming the soundproofing feature, one of the final semester students said, 

“Before, it was very disturbing for us to be in class and during examinations as there was too 

much noise. Though we are in the last semester, we are happy that at least our juniors are not 

going to face those issues”. 

 “Initially, during the construction work, we faced some issues. But at the end of the day, it 

is beneficial for students and the new look of the campus is fascinating. Also, the two-storey 

cafeteria is going to open soon, and we are hoping we will get more varieties and hygienic food 

too,” said Sanaya, a student of the Computer Science Department. 

 There are two newly-built open-air theatres known as rock open-air theatres. The main 

door of the newly-set seminar hall resembles an ancient temple door and costs 2 lakh for a single 

door made with teak wood. An artificial fountain is also under construction in front of the main 

gate.  

 Venugopal K.R., Vice-Chancellor, BU and former principal of UVCE, said, “The building is 

renovated under the Public Works Department and most of the engineers who worked on it were 

from this university itself, and they tried hard to make this building more beautiful with its own 

heritage look. We are trying to get a seven-storey mechanical block which is already approved by 

the State Cabinet at a cost of 89 crore. All these will make it worth being an autonomous degree 

giving institution”. 

 The college has a strong alumni association from all over India and abroad. An alumnus, 

Major General Neelakantappa (retd.) said, ‘From the very beginning, we wanted our college to be 

an autonomous one. Earlier, we didn’t have a proper canteen. From both inside and outside, a lot 

of development work has been done and the good thing is that the Government finally decided to 

go ahead to make the college autonomous”. 

Source: The Hindu, 8th June 



 Startup electric vehicle charging solutions provider Numocity on Wednesday said ABB NSE 

-0.50 %'s E-mobility division has acquired a controlling stake in the company for an undisclosed 

sum. With the acquisition, the current investors Ideaspring Capital and Rebright Pte Ltd will exit 

the company, Numocity said in a statement. 

 Ideaspring Capital had led an investment in Numocity in January 2020. Rebright Pte Ltd 

and ABB Technology Ventures had also invested in that round. 

 "The transaction is part of ABB E-mobility's overall growth strategy," the statement said. 

 ABB's E-mobility division CEO Frank Muehlon said, "We are delighted to expand our 

presence in the burgeoning Indian market, while also enlarging our offering in EV (electric 

vehicle) charging infrastructure. Zero-emission mobility will play a key role in the Indian 

government's efforts to reduce carbon emissions, while the wider region is a hotbed of digital 

expertise." 

 Numocity's Co-Founders Ravikiran Annaswamy and Siddharth Sreenivasan said digital 

platforms will accelerate the adoption of EV charging infrastructure. The company's future 

international growth plan is to offer combined turnkey solutions to energy as service operators 

for managing business across generation, delivery and usage of energy. 

 Ideaspring Capital Founder and Managing Partner Naganand Doraswamy said the 

company has been a firm believer in the fact that with a sound business model and a scalable 

business, global product startups can be established from India and Numocity is a great example 

of this. 

 "There will be an accelerated adoption of EVs as the preferred option for mobility, while 

bypassing traditional fuel-intensive modes of transportation. In such a scenario, Numocity's 

solution will become very valuable to all the members in the EV ecosystem," Doraswamy added. 

 Stating that the EV sector is poised to grow and become a larger part of mobility in India, 

Rebright Partners Founder and General Partner, Takeshi Ebihara said the partnership between 

Numocity and ABB will definitely contribute to EV adoption not only in India but across the globe. 

- Source: Economic Times 

UVCEIANS IN SPOTLIGHT 

  We are glad to inform that ABB has agreed to buy a controlling interest in Numocity, a 
leading digital platform for EV charging in India.  Founded in 2018 and based in Bangalore, India, 
Numocity is a market leader in India’s EV charging sector, offering a cloud-based digital platform 
that allows consumers and fleet operators to use a network of fixed chargers or battery swapping 

solutions on a “pay as you go” basis. The platform is also able to monitor the impact of energy use 
on the electricity grid. 
  Congratulations to Ravikiran, CEO of Numocity an alumnus of UVCE of 1995 Batch. Wishing 
him and the team a bright future.  We are glad that there were two more UVCEians involved.  
Naganand Doraiswamy and Suryaprakash K. They are part of Ideaspring Capital and had invested 

in Numocity.  



UVCEGA SCHOLARSHIPS - EXTENDED 

We are glad to inform that four more students are getting Scholarships as part of UVCEGA 

Scholarships this year. Thanks to Katie Val who is from USA and has joined hands in this cause. 

She came to know about this initiative from one of our alumni and wanted to contribute as well 

and reached out to us. When we mentioned that the shortlisting was already over, she asked for 

the details of the next set of students who were not selected. On receiving the details, she setup 

interviews and interacted with them and decided to contribute for Scholarships for 4 of the 

students. She wanted to stay anonymous and we respect her views. So, not publicizing the details 

too much, we would like to thank her for the generous contribution in helping the students: 

 Satish K Sheregar, 4th Civil 

 Tarakarama C, 3rd ECE 

 Mahesh Kumar, 3rd Civil 

 Deepa A Paraganve, 3rd ECE 

We hope the students understand the generosity and make use of the opportunity provided in the 

right manner and move forward. 

 

UVCE PLACEMENTS - 2022 STATS 

Campus Placements for the year 2022 of UVCE has ended (not technically) at a high note. As on 

June 3rd, 2022, a record number of 149 Companies have visited the campus and recruited around 

635 students of UVCE. Below is the breakup of the students place in each branch according to the 

eligibility. Each student has opportunity to get 3 offers—Mass, Dream IT/ Dream Core, Open 

Dream—based on the various packages offered by the respective companies. Congratulations to 

the Training and Placement Team for the wonderful work done on this front. From UVCEGA side, 

we will be glad to help with the campus recruitment with the help of our alumni going forward 

and also join hands with the skill development of the students. 



 From handling an arcade, to an industrial visit, to MARVEL projects - May has been quite 

the month of hustle and bustle. 

 One week in, the Team learnt of Inspiron x Milagro - the first techno-cultural fest of 

UVCE, we were beyond excited to give our share of contribution to the technical sea of ideas that 

was soon forming to make this fest a glimmering success. 

 An arcade featuring some iconic retro games designed by our coordinator was set up in 

the lab for students to sit and have at it with their friends in a 1v1 battle. The group competitively 

gathering around, for their turn sure was rewarding to see! 

 MARVEL will soon see the induction of the new batch of students 

as well, and for that purpose, a short hour long session - Insider’s View - 

was held by coordinators to clarify any lingering doubts on not just the 

academic infrastructure of MARVEL, but also about the alumni activites, 

everything spanning from UVCE Chronicles to UVCE GA Scholarships. 

Towards the end of this session, the 50 attendees were asked to network 

with coordinators in an informal approach-and-ask format, which served 

as a wonderful icebreaker between the juniors & seniors. 

 As the days rolled by, the placement drive in college attracted a startup - 'Humanoid 

Systems', whose founder and CTO paid MARVEL a visit, after 

hearing about it from UVCE students, intrigued. With fervor, 

MARVEL coordinators gave them a run-down of all the 

happenings of the lab - projects pursued and projects completed 

by our batch students, our standout equipment and the 

curriculum we adhered to. Receiving much praise from Humanoid 

Systems for undertaking this initiative, our team was even asked 

to visit their office where we would realize an amicable rapport 

with the company. Important questions like how to successfully 

manage and run an organization were met with insightful answers, the entire occasion being as 

light-hearted and wholesome as you'd like it to be! We thank the folks over at Humanoid Systems 

for this experience. 

 Realising that team activities is a must-have, the concept of team projects was launched, 

where students work on projects that would be primarily funded by MARVEL. For its first run, a 

team was constituted to build a humanoid arm; essentially a recreation of InMoov - the first ever 

3D printed life-sized robot. Planning surrounding its feasibility and construction is already 

underway. 

 Our alumni (via UVCE Graduates Association) has also been kind enough to fund the final 

year project of a group of students from the Department of Mechanical Engineering. The project 

is an interesting take on conservation and waste management - revolving around production of 

3D printer filaments by reusing plastics. We hope the support of MARVEL and the alumni results 

in a wonderful product that could help our endangered environment.  

 At the end of May, things were getting very exciting - as Team MARVEL planned to select 

the next set of Coordinators (individuals who play the role of managing the happenings of 

MARVEL lab). We intended to create a system where selections are based off of actual work - 

rather than accepting their skill based on mere hearsay. MARVEL's objective is to be 

comprehensive yet unique and ultimately pick deserving candidates for the same. After all this 

time, it is a given - out-of-the-box thinking is a usual phenomenon, here at MARVEL. 

MARVEL  



 Yes! 149 Editions and counting… Sampada - an earnest attempt made 12 years ago with a 
passion to document the legacy of UVCE and the zeal to bring together the various generations of 
UVCE Alumni and the current students. If you go through all the 149 Editions, you will understand 
the intention, the focus and the dedication with which it is published without a gap or break for 
even a month. We hope that this journey has been incredible to the thousands of regular readers 
along with the Sampada Team. 

 In many events, when some legacies of UVCE and UVCE alumni are quoted from Sampada, 
we feel it as an applause to our efforts. Many stories and achievements of alumni would not be 

known if we had not reached out to the alumni and hear their memories and publish it. Some 
photos and articles highlight the heritage of UVCE and in general of Bengaluru.  

 We have been told how hard it has been to get a Newsletter out at Bangalore University 
once in every 3 months inspite of the presence of the Media and Journalism Department by the 

Vice Chancellor himself. Maintaining the continuity in publishing Sampada every single month for 
past 12 years has helped us to paint a picture on the need for the dedication to the students and 
younger alumni.  The reason being, every single month for a edition of SAMPADA to be out, the 
wheels of preparation, content gathering, formatting and all other behind the scenes work start 
days ahead requiring the team to set out extra hours outside the daily work. The challenges are 

multiplied when gathering the news bulletin from two campuses, keeping tabs on updates from 
numerous alumni batches and communicating to current students for their current affairs are 
encountered all while being from outside the campus.  

 Much of all this has been possible because of the alumni aid network that SAMPADA has, be 
it from student representatives who work to gather info from all around or alumni who write to 

us specifically to share info about some happenings or updates providing content and pictures. 
The Team Sampada behind every edition is today not just a group of us sitting on the computer to 
sketch this out but a community of UVCEians who hold passion and adoration towards the 
newsletter. We are grateful to one and all.  

 And as we inch to the brim to celebrate publishing 150th SAMPADA next month, we decided 
to make it even more special by dedicating it to the alumni who have dedicated their lives for the 
sake of the nation and served in Indian Armed Forces, be it, Army, Navy or Airforce. We therefore 
request you to send us contacts of people whom you know so that we can publish the names, 
profiles and also interviews. Our email id is sampada@visionuvce.in. You can write to us about 

your thoughts about this journey of Sampada - what you found interesting, what you would like to 
see in the future editions of Sampada etc. A line or two appreciating the efforts wont hurt too :) 

 See you soon with a our Celebratory Edition in few days! SAMPADA 150, here we come!  

PRELUDE TO 150TH EDITION OF SAMPADA 



 G2C2 UVCE under UVCE Adhamya organised Van Mahotsav in Bangalore University on the 

occasion of “World Environment day”,5th June 2022 in order to celebrate, protect and restore our 

mother Earth.  Google form was released few days before the event for participants to register. 

Immense response was received from  students. A total of 50 students took part in the event.  

 Once all the participants were assembled , G2C2 T-shirts were given to the registered 

participants. The event was kick started  with “Plogathon”- an initiative taken to keep our 

surroundings clean and plastic free . Students actively took part in it. In plogathon ,various kinds 

of plastic waste in Bangalore University was picked up and was segregated  accordingly.  

 Once participants were done  with plogathon , breakfast was provided to all the 

participants. With full energy, the team started off with the BioPark tour. Participants were taken 

through the forest to reach the plantation spot. They enjoyed walking through the beautiful 

woods of Jnanabharathi . Additional tasks such as recording the activities done in Bangalore 

university and capturing the beautiful scenery was also given to the participants. The best one’s 

were awarded goodies. Refreshments were provided to the participants in between the BioPark 

tour. 

 On reaching the plantation spot, around 40-50 saplings were planted in the heart of 

Jnanabharathi Campus under the guidance of Dr. K.P Guruswamy, Faculty Co-ordinator of 

Adhamya-The cultural association of UVCE. The students were encouraged and motivated by the 

humble presence of Honourable Vice chancellor of Bangalore University Dr. K R Venugopal and 

chairperson of Adamya-Chetana Dr. Tejaswini Ananth Kumar. 

 Lunch was served to all the participants after the plantation. The event came to an end 

with a photo session . G2C2 team was extremely happy to see all the participants show great 

enthusiasm and zeal throughout the event.  

VAN MAHOTSAV BU G2C2 



CM VISIT TO UVCE 

New beginnings for iconic UVCE! 
 The Honourable Chief Minister of Karnataka 
Shri Basavaraj Bommai inaugurated the newly 
renovated iconic block of University Visvesvaraya 
College of Engineering and performed the Bhoomi 

Pooja for the ambitious 7 storey mechanical 
engineering block in addition to inaugurating 
multiple projects taken up by Bangalore University. 
The event was conducted on 9th June 2022 at 5 PM 
in the quadrangle of UVCE’s Iconic Block. 
 The Chief Minister was accompanied on the 

dais by the Honourable Minister for Higher 
Education Dr. C.N. Ashwath Narayan, the Honourable Vice Chancellor of Bangalore University 
Prof. Venugopal K.R., Member of Karnataka Legislative Council Shri Ayanur Manjunath, Principal 
Secretary to the Chief Minister and UVCE mechanical engineering alumnus Shri Manjunatha 
Prasad N. (IAS), the Registrar of Bangalore University Prof M. Kotresh and the Principal of UVCE 
Prof. HN Ramesh. The faculty, staff, alumni and students of the college were in attendance. 
 The event began with an invocation followed by Karnataka’s naadageethe a beautiful ode to 

the state of Karnataka composed by the great poet Kuvempu.  
 The Registrar proceeded to extend a warm welcome to all the dignitaries on the dais. 
 In the true spirit of thamasoma jyothir gamaya (lead me from darkness to light), the 

lighting of the lamp ceremony was conducted. 
 The Vice Chancellor acknowledged the great support received from the Chief Minister and 
his team to carry out the renovation and pass the much-awaited UVCE Act in the Karnataka 

Assembly. He also detailed the various infrastructural work carried out by the University over the 
past couple of years. 

 The Chief Minister formally inaugurated the projects by unveiling the commemorative 
plaques. 
 The Higher Education Minister lauded the continual push and support by the college’s 

alumni for the past 25 years to develop the college into an autonomous institution equalling no 
other. He gave an overview of the state’s agenda to convert seven colleges into Karnataka Institute 
of Technology and highlighted the significance of UVCE as an institution. He also emphasised the 
need for UVCE to develop into a world class institution and set an example to IITs and IIMs. 

 In his much anticipated address to the audience, the Chief Minister recounted his memories 
as a prospective engineering student who missed a golden opportunity to join his dream college 
(UVCE). He said that after arriving at the college and being awestruck by its beauty and heritage, 
he wishes to reapply. The videos of the same were widely circulated on social media. 
 The Chief Minister mentioned that he was proud of his younger brother who joined the 

college two years later as a student of Electronics Engineering. He also mentioned about 
Manjunath Prasad, who is the Principal Secretary to the Chief Minister and present on the dias 
about being an alumnus of UVCE. He highlighted the incredible role that UVCE and its students 
have played in the development of Karnataka, the nation and the world at large. He proceeded to 
emphasise the need for UVCE as an institution to take the lead in implementing Karnataka’s new 
R&D policy and offered the government’s support to do the same. In his concluding remarks he 
addressed the students saying “You have wings. Fly and capture the world”. 
 The Principal proceeded to deliver the vote of thanks and the National Anthem followed. 
 The Chief Minister’s entourage was cheered as they made their way out of the college. 
Refreshments were served and exciting conversations brewed in the rock garden as the sunset 
over an eventful and memorable day.  

-Adrian P Isaac, 3rd year ECE 



Bommai wants UVCE to be pioneer institution in utilising the new R&D Policy 

 Karnataka Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai on Thursday urged students and professors at 

a government engineering college to be the first to implement the state's new Research and 

Development (R&D) policy. 

 After inaugurating the renovated buildings and laying the foundation stone for the new 

Mechanical Engineering block, the Chief Minister addressed the students and teachers of 

University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering (UVCE). "The state government is upgrading 

seven government engineering colleges to IIT levels to demonstrate to the nation that Karnataka 

is the state that produces the nation's most skilled youth," said Bommai. 

 "Karnataka is proud to be the home for the biggest number of Startups and Unicorns," the 

Chief Minister remarked, referring to the knowledge era. "The 105-year-old UVCE has played a 

significant role in Karnataka's prosperity," he remarked. The Chief Minister urged the students to 

soar high with the power of knowledge like a swan, the vehicle of Saraswati, the Goddess of 

knowledge. 

Source: NewsTrack 

PHOTOS & MEDIA REPORTS 

We will publish more details about the updates on Renovation shortly. You can check the new 
plan for the Mechanical block in the above photo. Read the report in The Hindu newspaper 

https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/bangalore/seven-govt-engineering-colleges-to-be-upgraded-as-karnataka-institutes-of-technology-cm-bommai/article65511450.ece/amp/


 



 

INTRODUCTION 

Dr M S Rajamurthy - Electrical 
Dr.M.S.Rajamurthy joined IISc and obtained M.E.(Aero.Engg.) in 1973. 

Hereafter he joined National Aeronautical Laboratory, Bangalore (Now CSIR

-NAL) and served for 32 years. During his time at NAL he contributed to the 

Development of first indigenous motion based flight simulator and research 

on Human pilot modeling, Light Combat Aircraft (LCA-Tejas) program and 

was deputed to Avions Marcel Dassault-Breguet Aviation, Paris, France.  

He obtained Ph.D. from IIT Bombay or his work on novel dynamic wind 

tunnel test technique. Post retirement from NAL he worked as Senior Flight 

Safety Specialist with Operations Department of Kuwait Airways. He was a 

Senior Professor from 2016-17 in the department of Aeronautical 

Engineering at Institute of Aeronautical Engineering (IARE), Dundigal, 

Hyderabad. Currently, he is offering training programs at Collins Aerospace 

and is an Advisor to Garudaastra, Hyderabad, developing UAVs for varied 

applications., and associated with DSU School of Engineering as an 

Aeronautics Specialist.  

Gurusripad M V - Electrical 
Gurusripad joined MSEB (KEB) as Junior Engineer/Assistant 
Engineer in 1974 post graduation and a brief stint in PWD, GoIT and 
CIL, Bengaluru. He served in various sections like works, O&M, UGC, 
master plan, construction of EHT lines & stations, Corporate and 
Regulatory affairs etc., in various places in Bangalore, Hubli, 

Mangalore, Hassan etc., of KPTCL and distribution companies. He 
retired from service as a Chief Engineer in 2010. After retirement, he 

is currently serving as a Senior Consultant at M/S PRDC, a leading 
firm. He also served as a member of Technical Advisory committee of 
KHB from 2014 to 2020.  

B N Reddy Chidananda - Civil 
Chidananda Reddy joined IISc to pursue ME in Civil Engineering and 
graduated in 1973. He then moved to USA to join University of Iowa 
to complete MS in Computer Applications in Civil Engineering and 
continued for PhD in Structural Engineering. Thereafter in 1977 he 
moved to Atlanta and joined Parsons Brinckerhoff, the world’s 

leading Transportation Company and worked for nearly 46 years. He 
was instrumental in working from the conceptual planning stage to 
design /construction /implementation stages of 9 different transit 
projects out of which 8 projects have been completed and under 
revenue service adding up to a total of 210 miles of Metro Systems 

including 138 Stations, 21 miles of tunnels, 60 miles of Bridges, 9 
Maintenance Shops & Yards and more than 98 Park & Ride facilities 
accommodating more than 250,000 parking spaces at a total 
construction cost of 42.6 Billion US Dollars. He is currently retired 

and resides in Richardson, Texas, USA.  

Special Thanks to all the alumni of 1971 batch for providing us this opportunity to document their 
50 Years Celebrations - sharing their profiles,  interviews, memories, photos with us in this special 
edition of Sampada 



 

Viswanatha Rao - Mechanical 
Viswanatha Rao completed Apprentice Training at Ideal Jawa I Pvt 
Ltd, Mysore for one year after graduating from UVCE. He then 
obtained a degree in Aero Engineering in 1980 (AMAeSI) & joined 
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd (HAL), Bengaluru in Jan 1973 as Asst Aero 
Engineer. He went on to serve in various capacities at Aircraft 

Research & Design Centre for over 34 years before retiring as 
Additional General Manager (Manufacturing) in 2008.  
Post retirement, he worked as Consultant at HAL ARDC for 2 years 
and at ADA for 3 years. He has been serving as an Executive 
Committee Member for HALE - Association of Former Executives of 

HAL for the last 14 years. He currently resides in Bengaluru.  

Chandrika - Electrical 
Chandrika completed GOIT in NGEF Transformers Design post 
graduation. Thereafter she joined KEB in 1975 and served in various 
departments like Major works, O& M Circle, O & M Division, Load 
Dispatch, Govt. Electrical Inspectorate, Corporate Office, Power 
Finance Corporation, O&M Circle Tumkur & Kolar. She then worked 

as then Executive Engineer Electrical Central Complaints and later 
retired as Superintendent Engineer Electrical at the same place.  

She summarizes working in the field with co-operative colleagues as 
a fulfilling experience while balancing home and work life. She is 
currently learning Sanskrit & practicing yoga during her free time.  

K V Krishnappa - Electrical 
K V Krishnappa completed his MSc(Engg) from Madurai Tygaraja 
Engineering College in 1973 with a Gold Medal. He then joined KPCL 

as Assistant Engineer Electrical and worked at Sharavathy 
Generating Station, Linganamakki Dam Powerhouse, Hydro Designs 
office - Bengaluru, Varahi Underground Powerhouse, Gerusoppa Dam 

site power house and again at Sharavathy Powerhouse as Chief 
Engineer and took early retirement in 2004. He currently resides at 
Malur, his native place. He is passionate about gardening and is 
growing vegetables on his rooftop garden with a TV channel doing a 
telecast on it as well.  

K S Krishnamurthy - Electrical 
Krishnamurthy started working as a Lecturer at N.I.E, Mysore and 
later joined as Probationary Officer at State Bank Group in Bombay. 
He opted for Civil Aviation Department (and later AAI in 1989) in 
Central Engineering Services of Government of India through UPSC 
in 1972 and served in the CNS branch at various airports in the 
country. He then became the Airport Director in HAL airport, 
Bangalore. He also served Cochin International Airport (CIAL) as 
Airport Director, on deputation.  He joined Bangalore International 
Airport (BIAL), Bangalore as Head- Operations till his retirement in 
2011. Post retirement, he was involved in development of IT products
- Airport Analytics and Indoor Navigation in airports. He also served 
as Aviation Advisor to the Karnataka State for development of 
airports in Karnataka. 



Lt Col L Sreedhar - Mechanical 
Lt Col L Sreedhar after graduating from UVCE attempted the SSB. He 
was then commissioned into the Indian Army – Corps of Electrical 
and Mechanical Engineering. He pursued a Master’s Degree in Mech 
on Armoured and Heavy Vehicle. He served for a total of 22 years in 

various parts of India and also was on a short term assignment in 
erstwhile USSR. He took early retirement in 1994 and had a short 
stint in the Medium Scale Industry. Thereafter he earned a MS in 
Applied Psychology, NLP and Psychology Therapy. He started an 
organization for training corporate personnel and engineering 
students until 2013. He is currently enjoying his retirement.  

M Prabhakar – Civil 
Prabhakar worked for a very short period as Assistant Engineer with 
PWD at Chief Engineers Office, Bengaluru. In 1973 -1976, he worked 
in Saudi Arabia as Site Engineer & Project Superintendent and from 
1977-1981 he was Project Superintendent and Project Engineer for 

Lashko Group of Companies, LLC & Sultanate of Oman. He then 
worked with Huckel and Partners, Architects& Engineers, England as 
Project Coordinator on Petroleum Development of Oman Contracts 
and later as Project Manager & Quantity Surveyor with Willbros 
Energy Services & The Oman Construction Co. LLC (TOCO). In 1986, 

he returned to Bengaluru to start a small consultancy firm named 
Willkamal Associates for designing of Residences, Commercial & 
Industrial Buildings. In 1994, he moved to USA and worked for 

Superior Management Services in Washington DC as Project Manager 
& then became the VP of M. Raina Associates in Virginia. He has been 

part of the visiting faculty at Jain School of Designs, Bangalore  

L Madivanan - Electronics 
Madivanan joined LRDE in 1971 and then went on to join BEL, 
Bengaluru in 1973. He worked there as a Development Engineer in 
RADAR Division until 1984. He then started a small transformer 
manufacturing unit. In 2002, he started a unit for the fabrication of 
special foams, bullet proof helmets, bullet proof jackets etc. This unit 
was started exclusively for TATA Advanced Materials and 3M India. 
He also established a pressure cooker manufacturing unit with hard 
anodizing facilities and is currently managing this unit.  

H B Neelakantamurthy - Electrical 
Neelakanta Murthy joined as JEE in KEB after graduation from UVCE. 
He retired as EEE and worked in BESCOM Vigilance Section during 
his last tenure. He has also passed in 6 Exams for Sanskrit and Hindi.  



H L Parthasarathy - Electrical 
H L Parthasarathy after graduating from UVCE became an Associate 
Member of Institution of Electronics & Telecommunication 
Engineers, New Delhi in 1974 by passing Section B of Graduateship 
Examination of IETE. He then joined Power & Electricity Department, 
Government of Mizoram in the year 1975 as an Assistant Engineer. 

He retired as Chief Engineer in the year 2009. During his career, he 
was involved in various projects like Small Hydel Projects, Diesel 
Generation Stations, Transmission & Transformation, Distribution 
System including revamping, Renewable wind, solar and biomass 
projects, etc. After retirement, he became an Engineering Member of 
a Two Member Commission. He worked for 34 years in Mizoram and 
is now residing in Bengaluru after retirement.  

Dr B S Suresh Babu - Mechanical 
Dr. Suresh Babu, joined HMT Marketing Division as a Management 
Trainee after graduating from UVCE and completing a short training 
at HAL, KEC. He worked at HMT till 1983 as Product Manager. He has 
completed PGDBM, MBA and PhD. He worked at Sultanate of Oman as 
General Manager for Oman Plastic co till 1986, Deputy Advisor at 

TECSOK incharge of Entrepreneurship Training till 2004. He has 
worked as Counsellor for IGNOU And was the Professor-Dean at 
RJSIMS till 2009 before becoming the Director at CIMS till 2020. He 
has great knowledge and exposure to Large, Medium and Small Scale 

enterprises. He was empaneled in Roster of World Bank and Asian 
Development Bank. He has travelled extensively across India and 
Abroad.  

N G Suresh - Electrical 
Suresh worked in private organizations for about 5 years after 
graduating from UVCE. Thereafter he joined the prestigious state 

owned electrical industry started in collaboration with M/s. AEG, 
Germany named NGEF Ltd., Bengaluru. He served in this 

organization for about 19 years where he worked in the Switchgear 
design department for about 15 years, later moved to Purchase and 
then to the Sales Department. He then took voluntary retirement in 

the year 1996. After retiring from NGEF he joined a private limited 
company, Lotus Powergear Pvt. Ltd., Bengaluru and served there for 
about 16 years in various positions including the position of Director 
- Maketing In 2012, he resigned from the company and joined Power 
Control Equipments as Director - Marketing and is presently working 
in this company. He has participated in various social activities and 
he was the Secretary of NGEF Officers' Association; Chairman of 
NGEF Executive Co-op Society and has done service for the welfare of 
NGEF Officers.  



Praveen Navalli - Mechanical 
Praveen Navalli joined the Indian Army as Short-service 
commissioned officer for five years in EME (Electrical and 
Mechanical Engineering) after graduation and later went on to join 
Air India in Ground Services Department at Delhi International 

Airport. He retired after completing almost 29 years and joined Air 
India SATS heading Ramp Services Department at Bangalore 
International Airport post retirement for six and half years. He is 
currently enjoying his retired life settled in Padmanabhanagar, 
Bangalore.  

N Ramakrishna – Electrical 
Ramakrishna graduated from 1971 EEE Batch. He worked at the High 
Voltage Engineering Department at IISc for M.Sc (Research) for few 
years initially. Post this, he joined the Corporate R&D Unit at BHEL, 
Hyderabad and was involved in the establishment of high voltage 

Laboratory and Research Projects on electrical insulation. After 
transfer to BHEL Electronics Divisions, he worked in area of HDVC & 
FACTS on development of several products. He retired from BHEL in 
2010 and after that worked as Professor in EEE Department at The 
Oxford College of Engineering, Bengaluru.  

Visweswara G.H - Electronics 
Visweswara was part of ITI (Indian Telephone Industries) for more 
than 22 years. He joined the organizations’ R&D division as a fresher 

and rose to the position of Deputy General Manager. He has been on 
the panels of RvA (Netherlands), NA (Norway) and Jas-Anz (Australia 
& New Zealand) as Technical Expert and from 2019 as Technical 

Assessor for assessments related to ISO 27000 and ISO 20000 
Standards. He was formerly the CEO & MD at Datanet Systems Ltd 

and is currently the Director of WeP Solutions Ltd (after merging 
with Datanet Systems Ltd) where he leads the design & development 
of products, project management and all activities of their banking 
sector clients.  

Mohana Vel A - Electrical 
Mohana Vel served short stints at MES & ALISDA after graduation. 
Thereafter he joined HAL Aircraft Design Bureau in 1975 and worked 

on a new Trainer Aircraft HPT 32 design & development. He shifted 
to Helicopter Design Bureau and worked on another new D&D project 
ALH (Advanced Light Helicopter) later christened as Dhruv. Later he 
moved to Helicopter Manufacturing Division during final few years 
in HAL as Chief of Design Liaison Engineering Dept. He was part of 

the team which set the world record of High Altitude Landing at 
25150 ft at "Saser Kangri" of Ladakh Region, by a HAL modified Re-
Enginned Cheetah H/c.  



A R Devaraj - Electronics 
Devaraj joined Electronics and Radar Development Establishment 
(LRDE) under DRDO after graduating from UVCE and worked in the 
area of design and development of complex radar systems. Few years 
later, he joined Aeronautical Development Establishment (ADE), 
again under the aegis of DRDO and was involved in the design and 

development of the state-of-the-art Unmanned Aerial Vehicles and 
Aeronautical Systems and technologies to meet the requirements of 
the Indian Armed Forces. Post superannuation, he worked as HOD in 
an engineering college. After two years stint in academics, he joined 
back ADE as a consultant and worked there for three years.  

Guruprasad - Electronics 
Guruprasad joined BEL Ghaziabad after graduation from UVCE and 
served at BEL for over 22 years in their Defence/Civilian Microwave 
communication R&D. There he was involved in development of 
Troposcatter communication systems and for some period in 
between, he was deputed to KEONICS to set up their Communication 

Division. Post this, he worked with many private firms in various 
positions including General Manager at VINTEK RF Products Ltd; 

Director in Binfo Electronics Pvt Ltd; Vice President in Supreme 
Telecom, Bombay. Further, he was associated with TVS Interconnect 
Systems as VP and Consultant for establishing an Antenna 

manufacturing facility in Madurai. Currently, he is serving as a 
Director at Micronova Group providing ISP support and Data Centre 
for their Internet Companies.  

Kameswaran P - Electrical 
Kameswaran after graduating from UVCE, worked briefly in MEI as 
Govt of India trainee, Kirloskar Electric as Management trainee and 
then in KEB, Jogfalls. He then joined NGEF in 1975 in Transformer 
designs. He later moved over marketing department as Resident 
Engineer at Jabapur, Indore. He took early retirement in 1999 and 

returned to Bengaluru. Thereafter he did freelance marketing of 
Electrical T & D products until recently. He is currently enjoying his 
retired life and resides in Bengaluru.  

S Rajasekhar - Mechanical 
Rajasekhar obtained his masters from IISc in 1973 and then joined 
MICO (now BOSCH, India). He later moved to Bosch USA in 1998 
after overseas assignments in Seoul, Korea for 5 years and Bosch 
Hong Kong for 8 years covering China market. He retired from 
Bosch as Director of Application Engineering, Diesel systems after a 
working there for 43 years.  



Venkatesh G - Electrical 
Venkatesh Gurumurthy joined a private company at Bangalore as a 
design and development engineer after graduating from UVCE in 
1971. There he worked on defence products for the Indian army and 
developed platinum RTDs as an import substitution items for BHEL 

Bhopal among other projects. He then resigned from service and 
joined IISc, Bengaluru in 1976 where he obtained a PG diploma in 
Electronics Design Technology. In 1978 he started his own 
enterprise. From 1992, he started representing and marketing high 
tech electronics instruments and test systems from USA, Europe and 
Japan along with my manufacturing activities and named this new 

entity as Globetek which is 30 years old now. He has retired from 
active participation in the company’s daily affairs.  

Krishna Kumar K – Electrical 
Krishna Kumar joined the then NGEF Ltd (a state government public 
sector) as a transformer design engineer and worked in the design of 
transformers of distribution, power & extra high voltage class; 
involved in the development of distribution transformers for the 
rigorous dynamic short circuit tests for the first time in the company. 

After heading a section as Manager, he took voluntary retirement 
after about 27 years of service. He later worked in several private 
companies as a transformer designer – one such noted company is 
the then Vijai Electricals, Hyderabad. There he headed a team of 
design engineers in the capacity of General Manager(Engineering). 
He resigned from the company in 2008 and later worked in another 
private company as well as a freelance consultant.  

B N Gurumurthy - Electronics 
Gurumurthy served at Bharat Electronics from 1971-77 as Product 
Designer in Microwave Communication Field. He was involved along 
with Mr. R Guruprasad, his classmate, in the development of 
Troposcatter Communication System for the Indian Air Force and 

Line-of-Sight System for Tamil Nadu Police.  
From 1977- 91, he worked at Gujarat Communications and 
Electronics Limited, Vadodara. There he was involved in several 
capacities in the development/manufacturing and commissioning of 
varieties of products in the field of Air Navigation, V/UHF 
Communication, Television Transmitters, FM transmitters, Broadcast 
Studio Equipments, Telecommunication networking products etc. He 
was serving as their Chief of Marketing and Systems group at the 
time of leaving in 1991. In 1991 he joined India Satcom Limited where 
he was focused mainly in establishing Satellite based Wide Area 
Networks in the country. He was serving the company as President 
and CEO at the time of relinquishing the job in 2002. From 2002 to 
2008, he served Innvo Systems Software Labs., a Singapore based 
company as Director for their India Operations.  



Govind Lakshman - Mechanical 
Govind Lakshman moved to USA after graduating in Mechanical 
Engineering from UVCE and pursued an undergraduate degree in 

Industrial Management. In 1973, he started working in Chicago in the 
field of Polyurethanes. He then started his own manufacturing 
company as a one man operation in 1978 and built it up to be one of 
the leading manufacturing companies for Polyurethanes in the world. 
He started 5 other manufacturing Companies in USA and India in the 

80s and 90s. He believes that “My practical education at UVCE, 
combined with the management education is USA have been the most 
important factors for my success. My ambition now is to re-build 

UVCE MECHANICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT to its past glory 
and be a world class Institution.”  

S M Golikeri - Mechanical 
Golikeri joined CMTI Bangalore as Apprentice Officer in 1971 and 
served till 1980 as Senior Technical Officer. He was awarded the 
Indian Patent for Mykrokator Instrument which was an Import 
substitute and was valid from 1976 - 90. In 1980 he switched to 
Marketing by joining Empire Machine, Mumbai. He then left Empire 

Machine Tools in 2002 as General Manager, Marketing. From the 
very same year 2002, he started his own business and is working as 
Marketing & Tech Consultant till date.  

K R Narayana Swamy - Mechanical 
Narayana Swamy has a PGDIM and MBA to his credit. He worked 
for a year with Laxmi Loom Works, Coimbatore as Management 
Trainee; served in Aeronautical Development Establishment (ADE) 
for 2 years in the area of Airborne Armaments Development. He 
then joined Electronics and Radar Development Establishment 
(LRDE), DRDO Ministry of Defence and served in various position 
for 34 years in the area of Design, Development, Integration, 
Testing, Trials of Mechanical hardware for Army & Airforce, 
Airborne Radars and Avionics systems for Airforce and Radars for 
Navy. He was awarded the Prestigious Agni Award as a member of 
the team responsible for developing a man portable Surveillance 
Radar which resulted in import substitution by Defence Ministry.  

Jagadish Kumar - Mechanical 
Jagadish Kumar worked at CMTI Bangalore from 1971 – 78 where he 
learnt and worked on design-development of machine tools. He then 
worked at Escorts from 1978-84 where he focused on piston 
manufacturing and was instrumental in developing several imported 
machines for the company. In 1984, he started his own company for 
manufacturing several machines used in piston manufacturing. 
Recently, the company has also included control cable die casting 

machine amongst their products.  



M J Narasimha - Electrical 
Madihally Narasimha is a recognized expert in Wireless Systems 
Design, Digital Signal Processing, and Speech and Video Coding with 
more than 35 years of technical and management experience in 
Wireless and Telecommunication industries. He is currently a Senior 

Director of Engineering at Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, 
responsible for the development of 5G/6G Base Station modem 
algorithms. Previous assignments at Intel related to the development 
of 5G UE modem technology. Prior to joining Intel, he served as a 
Senior Director of Technology/Engineering for 11 years in the Modem 
Systems group at Qualcomm, where he was involved in the design of 

cellular modem technologies. Before Qualcomm, he was VP at Ample 
Communications. Prior to that, he served in technology leadership 
roles at several Voice-over-IP (VoIP) startup companies. He has been 
an Adjunct Professor of Electrical Engineering for more than 35 years 

at Stanford University, where he developed a new academic program 
in Telecommunications and taught Digital Communications and DSP 
courses. He currently serves as a co-advisor to many Ph.D. students at 
Stanford. Dr. Narasimha obtained his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in 
Electrical Engineering from Stanford University. He has many patents 

and is a Life Fellow of the IEEE.  

Guru Guruswamy – Civil 
Guru Guruswamy is the Senior Aerospace Engineer and Technical 
lead at NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) Computational 
Aerosciences Branch. He served as a group lead for Computer 
Oriented Structural Analysis Group at NAL from 1973-77, and later as 
Research Associate at Purdue University. He was a Visiting Scientist 
at Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory of Wright Patterson AFB. 
And has been at NASA Ames Research Center since 1980. He obtained 
his ME in Structural Engineering from IISc, Bengaluru and his Ph.D. 
from School of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Purdue University . 
He has received many awards for research and work including 

Certificate of recognition for significant contribution to Constellation 
Systems Requirement Review of NASA Constellation Program; NASA 

HQ Turning Goals into Reality (TGIR) Award; Excellence in the 
Category of Research Consultants - Ames Honor Award; Outstanding 
Engineer in the Category of Aeronautics, AIAA SF Section and more.  

Kodandaramaiah S K - Mechanical 
Kodandaramaiah completed his ME (Mech) from BITS Pilani in 1973 
and has also pursued an Advanced course in “Energy Planning and 

Environment” from University of Oslo, Norway in 1987. He worked 
for 22 years in BHEL in various positions and locations – heading the 
Construction group of Maharashtra as Manager; later heading the 
Commercial and Contracts groups of BHEL Western region at Nagpur 
as Sr Manager/DGM. He then joined GE’s Indian JV in 1996 at Delhi 
and worked for 5 years as Executive Director (Commercial). From 
2003 to 2013 he headed Sunil Hi Tech Engineers Ltd, Nagpur as 
Director and CEO. He is currently working in Hyderabad based 
Powermech Projects Ltd on Part time for the last 9 years as Director. 



Ramesh Babu - Electronics 
Ramesh Babu has most recently worked as an Agile project manager 
and product manager for many different vertical segments of the IT 
industry, and has coached many engineers to practice Agile 
engineering. In his long career in the IT industry, which started in 
software engineering roles, he has held various engineering and 

product management roles. Ramesh did graduate schoolwork at the 
University of Southern California towards a PhD, but quit before 
obtaining the degree. He volunteers for social causes in his spare 
time.  

Swamy N Setty  - Mechanical 
Swamy N Setty (previously recognized as Narasimha Swamy) joined 
IISc and obtained his ME in Mechanical Engineering (Foundry 
Sciences) in 1973 after graduating from UVCE. He then enrolled at 
Case Western University in Metallurgy and Material Sciences to 
obtain another Masters in 1975. He has worked at various companies 

like Xerox, Digital Equipment Corporation, etc and started a small 
business – a manufacturing company named Setty Enterprises Inc in 
2002 to cater to needs of Aviation and Space Industries.  

Wg Cmdr Bheemarao B Indulkar - Electrical 
Bheemarao worked in SSI initially. He joined Indian Air force and 
served in 22 years and he took PMR. Later he worked for various 
Corporates on contract basis. He also worked as CE & Head 
Maintenace in Hospitals upto 2009. After this stint post 2009, he is 
involved with various social activities and settled in Bengaluru.  

Ananda B N - Electrical 
Anand runs a small scale industry of manufacturing Corrugated 
boxes – Chirag Card Containers – at Kamakshipalya, Bengaluru. He 
started this venture in 1981 and continues to run the show for 
almost 40 years now. He is part of various MSME Associations like 
KASIA and served at various capacities. He is active in varous social 
work like volunteering in old age homes, blood donation camps. He 
is the President of Walker's association, Jnanabhararathi campus 
and responsible to have planted thousands of trees.  

We are motivated to read these inspiring profiles of the alumni from 1971 batch. We hope our 
readers feel the same too. We were hoping to publish few more profiles. But, we could get around 
36 of them in this edition. We wish to interview few more in the coming editions of Sampada so 
that more alumni will be featured & their experiences can serve as inspiring to future generation. 



1. Please, tell us about yourself Sir.  

After graduation in Electrical Engineering from UVCE in 1971, I joined Indian 
Institute of Science for MTech degree from the Physics department. My first 
job was at BEL Bangalore for four years, followed by a long stint at ISRO 
satellite centre for 28 years. I worked on spacecraft power system design 
during an exciting time when new satellite designs were being made. I 
acquired a doctorate from Physics department, IISc, while, working at ISRO. 
In 2006 I decided to shift to academics and now I am with BNMIT, a well 
known Engineering College for more than a decade having held positions of 
head of ECE department, Principal and now Dean. I had the privilege of 
contributing in many areas such as power electronics, electrochemical energy sources, solar cells 
and sensors. I have guided five PhD students, written two technical books, published 62 technical 
papers and delivered many technical lectures. I enjoy teaching & experimenting with teaching.  

2. How did you join UVCE and what are your most fond memories of being an UVCEian?  

During our time, UVCE and BMS were the only two colleges in Bangalore for merit students. 
UVCE charged a fee of Rs. 300 per year and was considered the best. My PUC marks were good 
enough to get me a seat in UVCE my first choice. The most enjoyable times were the tours during 
4th and 5th years and a survey tour to Makalidurga and a project tour to Jog. English classes by 
Prof. Ramamrutam and Electrical Machine design by Prof. Keshav Rao who, explained through 
his experience in industry are memorable. The NCC camp, the coupons to go and eating Masala 
Dosa and sitting in a corner of the library, unnoticed, to read books not allowed for us, walk 
around majestic are all imprinted in memory. Let me say we enjoyed. I was not one of those who 
participated or organized extracurricular activities. I joined the crowd and enjoyed.  

3. Share with us your journey from engineering to being an Academician today.  

The journey from a pure industry to research oriented ISRO and working on the cutting edge of 
technology was exciting. I thought that teaching students through practical experiences would 
benefit the students and is going to be exciting. This made me take voluntary retirement early 
and switch to teaching. Now, in teaching for more than a decade, I feel the present system is not 
conducive to bringing industrial experience to teaching; learning has taken a back seat over 
memorizing and marks. To mend this, honesty, discipline and systemic changes are needed. 
Indian industries must be forced to participate, as part of social responsibility and their own 
benefit in the long run. It is in this context that I would be relevant to academia.  

4. What do you think are the best plans for future of Centenary old UVCE?  

Centenary is just a mark on the time scale. Comparing with other government run technical 
institutions of 100 years, UVCE is nowhere in the vicinity. Today, a bright student would refuse 
to join UVCE but for other constraints. A change is possible if the clutches of governmental 
control is removed and is allowed to work like a central technical institute like IIT or at least a 
NIT. Industrial research, leading to products, is what will improve the status of the college. This 
must be the long term perspective.  

On a short term a group within the college including the principal must be passionate and willing 
to cooperate with the alumni for bringing in changes. There are alumni in senior positions who 
can work with the government and help restore the glory. The group within is very crucial 
because they are the change makers and ultimately the beneficiaries. The plan, vision the process 
will follow.  

For a start can the alumni association be revived with a proper election? Can we form an 
interacting group of alumni, professors and principal? Can the faculty pledge to teach their best 
and utilize existing facility? The list can go on but is disconcerting. Unless the bull is held by the 
horn it is difficult to tackle this mammoth problem. It is possible!  

(This interview is borrowed from Avalokana-2 and is republished for the Golden Jubilee 
Special. We are thankful to Dr Suresh sir for sharing his thoughts with us and our readers)  

AN INTERVIEW WITH DR M S SURESH 



IN CONVERSTATION WITH VENKATESH G 

Team Sampada: Sir, we request you to introduce yourself to our readers  

Venkatesh : I belong to 1971 Electrical engineering batch. And during 
1977-78 I obtained PG. Diploma in Electronics Design Technology from the 
Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore.  

From 1971 to 1976 I held assignments as Design, Development and 
Applications engineer for a private company and later worked on many 
import substitution projects for Public sectors, Railways, Merchant Navy 
and Defence establishments.  

In 1976, I started own manufacturing unit to Design, Assembly and Supply 
of custom designed Industrial electronics instruments and systems. From 
1980 to 1992, took additional assignments as Expert applications consultant for companies 

handling Hi-tech imported electronics and Opto-electronics products.  

In 1992 established Globetek to consolidate my expertise under one roof to manufacture and 
supply state-of the -art electronics systems along with the imported items from USA, Europe and 
Japan. Globetek has completed Silver jubilee year in 2017 and look forward to the Golden jubilee 
year in the years ahead.  

As per our ambition and duty to “give it back to the society”, we at Globetek join hands with many 

authentic social organizations and selected NGO’s to support the needs of the poor and the 
deserving candidates to empower them to come up in life and lead and earn a decent living status.  

Notable institutions and NGO’s we work with them are Akshaya Patra Foundation, Rotary 
Foundation, UVCE Foundation for Scholarships, Shivanand Mutt- Rikhia and Rishikesh for their 
Rural Empowerment projects, Junglescapes- for the tribal self-employment projects in Bandipur 

forests., Gnanavi Rural Development Trust- for rural children education etc. Besides these, many 
institutions, individuals also receive timely assistance to pursue their social work and educational 

needs.  

TS: Share some of the best memories from your college days  

GV: First and foremost, I am proud to be an alumnus of UVCE.  

Securing seat at UVCE was in itself a matter of great prestige during those times. UVCE was much 
sought after engineering institution for the merit students. As such, we could walk with our chin 

up as students of UVCE.  

During our college years from 1966 to 1971, some of my classmates and I used to peddle all the 
way from Sheshadri Puram to the college. During the fall and spring seasons, the road stretch 
between the Ananda Rao Circle and K.R. Circle was a delight to the eyes especially in the 
mornings. The road would be covered with thick layer of yellow and red flowers from the trees on 
the side, the Fresh, crisp and pure air used to make our ride a great pleasure as well as refreshing. 

We will never forget those beautiful mornings.  

With ours being the integrated scheme, we were to study subjects from all the three branches 
such as Civil, Mechanical and Electrical engineering besides Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics. 
Studying those subjects were never a burden, rather they enhanced our knowledge horizon so 
much that we were very confident to handle any problems at ease during our professional carrier.  

Compulsory NCC during 1st and 2nd year course was a great help in gaining knowledge on many 
practical matters besides acquiring disciplined outlook in our lives. Survey practical classes and 
camps enriched our knowledge on how to do land measurements, cantors and how bridges and 

roads are planned and designed and the art of reading maps.  

Educational and project tours were both educative and entertaining. This experience came very 
handy when I had to tour solo later during my professional life. I remember with respect all those 
lecturers and professors who inspired us.  



TS: Can you please tell us what are the most valuable lessons that you learnt at UVCE  

GV: It is difficult to say which is most valued and which is not. Everything was as important 
as the other in those formative years. However, I have to mention one incident that happened 

during my 2nd Year engineering which triggered the entrepreneur in me and shaped my Destiny.  

Late 60s was a difficult time for the Indian industry. Recession and unemployment among 
engineering graduates was high. There was a pal of gloom among the old and new graduates 
coming out of the colleges as the employment opportunities were bleak. To make matters worse, 

the Government had permitted more and more engineering colleges to be started by the private 
sector resulting in supply exceeding the demand.  

Student leaders across the state resorted to strike demanding the Government to stop the 
establishment of new engineering colleges till the economic situation improved in the country 

and all the existing unemployed graduates got employed.  

On one such day, some of the student leaders from our college and neighbouring colleges were 

making heated speeches one after the other in our college corridor, in front of the library 
building. As the classes were on hold, most of us stood watching the agitated speeches by the 
leaders of the strike.  

Our Professor. B.K.Ramaiah who was also watching the gathering, came on the stage at the end 
and uttered the following exact words, which I still remember very well. I quote, “IT IS SHAME 
THAT YOU ENGINEERS DEMANDING JOBS. AS ENGINEERS YOU SHOULD CREATE JOBS, NOT TO 
DEMAND JOBS FROM THE GOVERNMENT”. These magic words left every one dumbfound.  

I just don’t know what effect it had on others that day, but it had a profound impact on me. Then 
and there, I made up my mind at that very moment what my Destiny was going to be as an 

engineer. I was just thrilled by the very idea. Yes, it is the engineers who create jobs for both 
technical and non- technical, skilled and unskilled personnel either directly or indirectly.  

This idea lingered on my mind and grew stronger and stronger as the days passed. From that day 
onwards, all my efforts was to gather more and more information on self-employment in addition 
to the class room subjects.  

I consider that this was the most valued lesson I learnt at UVCE. Today, I look back with pride 

and happiness that my decision from on that day to be self-employed and create jobs for others 
and not look for employment was a great success indeed.  

TS: Your advice to the younger generation and current students  

GV: Follow these time tested golden rules.  

 Recognise your true strengths and nurture them and work on it.  

 Be realistic with respect to space and time in taking important decisions.  

 Implement always Quality in thinking and deeds.  

 There are no shortcuts, gambling and speculations, in achieving your set goals  

 Have maximum clarity on what you are working on.  

 Hardships on the way are just like passing clouds, let it not dishearten you.  

 You yourselves should never be an issue while solving external issues.  

 Always work within the frame work of business Ethics.  

 Take very good care of Nature and environment, it will take care of you.  

 Last but not the least, pay attention to your health. Regularly workout to maintain your 
physical and mental fitness in topmost condition.  

(We had multiple interactions with Venkatesh G, the Founder-CEO of Globetek during UVCE 
Payana. We are thankful to him for being the Gold Sponsors during the event. This interview 
was published in previous edition of Sampada is being reproduced on the Special occasion)  



REUNION PHOTOS FROM 2016 (MUDRAM’S FARMHOUSE) 

Dated 1st December, 2016 



 Former International Basketball player R Jairaj passed away 
in July 2020. He was 75. Jairaj, who hails from Bengaluru, 
represented the country at the Asian Basketball Championship in 
Tokyo in 1972 and also in the event in Bangkok. An engineer by 

profession, Jairaj played a crucial role in many important victories 
for the then Mysore state and Karnataka teams at national-level 
tournaments. He also represented Bihar at the National 
championships and even captained the side during 1970s.  
 Born in January 1946, Jairaj started his basketball career with 
Bharath Sports Union (BSU), Malleswaram, at an early age. He also 
represented Young Pioneers Sports Club and Beagles Basketball Club. 

Jairaj was one of the founder members of Beagles (1965). In 1963, he played a stellar role in 
Mysore winning the National Junior (U-18) Championship in Calcutta.  
 Jairaj completed his engineering from University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering, 
Bangalore University, from 1967-1971. “Jairaj was an excellent player and a sharpshooter who 
contributed immensely to Indian basketball and the game in Karnataka. Even after his playing 
years, he did his bit for the state, coaching the men’s team for almost 10 years from 2000 to 

2010,” said KSBBA secretary K Govindaraj.  
 Olympian and Beagles President G Dilip said: “He was always keen to contribute to the 
game. After retiring as a player, he used to come to the club to play with and coach the kids. As a 
player, he was tough. I still remember during my early years with Beagles when Jairaj played an 

amazing game with a heavily bandaged eye at the state championship in Shivamogga after 
sustaining an injury during a game.” Jairaj worked for Tata Consulting Engineers and is survived 
by his wife and daughter.  

- Source: Times of India 

REMEMBERING FELLOW BATCHMATES 

 Dr. Marehalli G Prasad (a disciple of spiritual seer SriRanga Sadhguru), an erudite scholar 
of Vedic Hinduism, a guiding light of Indian American community and a professor emeritus of 
mechanical engineering at the Stevens Institute of Technology, passed away in 2019. He was 69.  
 Prasad was beloved for his founding work with several Hindu 

temples in the Northeast; his patronage of civic, cultural, educational 
and religious organizations across the United States; his tireless work 
with youth groups; and his unparalleled knowledge of spiritual, 

esoteric and scientific topics. He has written five books on Hinduism 
and co-authored a book on the interfaith. He also authored more than 

100 publications & was elected a fellow to four professional societies. 
 He received his doctorate in mechanical engineering from 
Purdue University, Indiana, in 1980, after completing his master’s in 
mechanical engineering from the Indian Institute of Technology, 
Madras, in 1974. He earned his undergraduate degree in mechanical 
engineering from the University Visvesvaraya College of Engineering, 
Bangalore, in 1971. 
 Prasad is survived by his beloved wife, Geetha, his two sons- Teju and Raju- of whom he 
was immensely proud, his daughter-in-law Lindsey, his granddaughters Maya and Neela, and an 
extended grieving family.    
 He had participated in the Engineers Day (Sammilana) at Century Club. He had become 
the member of UVCE Graduates Association and showed great interest to involve himself in the 
activities of UVCE. It is a great loss to us and UVCE alumni community. 



IN TALKS WITH M J NARASIMHA 

Team Sampada: Could you please introduce yourself to our readers 

MJN: My name is M.J. Narasimha. I obtained my B. E. degree in 

Electrical Engineering from UVCE in 1971. I joined the Indian Institute of 

Science the same year for an M.E. program, but after one semester I secured 

a Govt. of India Scholarship for studying abroad and left for higher studies 

in the USA. I completed the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees, both in Electrical 

Engineering, from Stanford University in 1976. My Ph.D. dissertation was in 

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and two eminent Stanford professors (Prof. 

Allen Peterson and Prof. Thomas Kailath) served as my thesis advisors. After completing my 

education, I worked at various hi-tech companies in the Silicon Valley, and currently, I am a 

Senior Director of Engineering at Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, California, and also an Adjunct 

Professor of Electrical Engineering at Stanford University.  I was awarded the IEEE highest honor 

(Fellow grade) in the year 2000 for my work on Discrete Cosine Transform Algorithms and 

Transmultiplexers. I am currently a Life Fellow of the IEEE. 

TS: What are your most fond memories of your time at UVCE? Can you please share some of 

the faculty members' related details? 

MJN: The five-year B.E. course at UVCE was rather long and tedious. The first three years were 

common to all the branches and we forked out to our electives in the last two. I don’t remember 

much of what I learned in the first three years. I had lots of difficulty with certain workshops like 

carpentry, smithy etc. during this time. Surveying was fun—particularly because of the “broken 

English phrases” of our teacher Mr. Rangappa. I opted for Electrical Engineering instead of the 

newly introduced Electronics in the fourth year since I thought there were more faculty members 

that could teach that subject. Prof G. Parameshwarappa (GP) ran the Electrical Engineering 

department with a lot of enthusiasm and was very happy that opted for his department instead of 

Electronics.      

TS: We would like to hear more about your experience as Adjunct Professor at Stanford 

University for more than 35 years. Could you give us some details? 

MJN: Soon after finishing my Ph.D. at Stanford in 1976, I was given the opportunity to teach 

certain courses there as a guest lecturer and was later promoted to Adjunct Professor in 1986. As 

an Adjunct Professor, I developed a new academic program in the Telecommunications area by 

introducing two new courses into the Stanford curriculum (Digital Transmission Systems in 

Telecommunications and Digital Switching Systems in Telecommunications) and taught these 

courses for many years. During that time, I also guided many Ph.D. students as an associate 

dissertation advisor and served as a Ph.D. orals committee examiner--which I still continue to do.  

TS: Our readers would like to know about your journey at Qualcomm and Intel in the past 

40+ years.  

MJN: I served as a Senior Director of Technology/Engineering for eleven years in the Modem 

Systems group at Qualcomm, Santa Clara, CA, where I was involved in the design of 3G/4G/5G 

cellular modem technologies for mobile phones (UE). I am currently a Senior Director of 

Engineering at Intel Corporation, Santa Clara, CA, responsible for the development of 5G/6G Base 

Station modem algorithms on a Vector Processing Engine (VPE). 

TS: What suggestions would you like to give to UVCE and especially the alumni community to 

take it to the next league? 

MJN: Academic excellence is a must to survive in the current highly competitive global 

environment. We also need to be aware of the expanding technological advances and be willing to 

learn (and adapt swiftly) to the inevitable changes. Those who cling to old dogmas and resist 

changes won’t persist for long. I have re-invented may times in my technical career.   



Team Sampada: Please introduce you a bit about yourself 
M Prabhakar: My full name is Muthaiah Prabhakar, a graduate from 1971 
Batch Civil Branch. I have worked in both India and abroad on various 
constructions projects at various capacities. I have been part of both Govt and 

private projects/contracts which has given me a diverse and rich experience 
in handling all kinds of works. Currently I am staying near Banerghatta Road. 
TS: Can you elaborate a bit about your career for our readers? 
MP: After Graduation worked for a very short period as Assistant 
Engineer, with PWD at Chief Engineers Office (Design of Rural Water Supply Schemes). From 
1973 to 1986 I worked in Saudi Arabia on various projects - Construction of Rasheed Al Omran 
Housing Project & Al Gosabi Five Star Hotel; Project Superintendent and Project Engineer for 
Lashko Group of Companies, LLC. Sultanate of Oman;  Project Co-ordinator with Huckel and 
Partners, Architects& Engineers, England on Petroleum Development of Oman Contracts; 
Planning and laying of Oil and Gas lines at various locations. Later, I returned to Bangalore and 
started a small consultancy firm under the name Willkamal Associates (Engineers, Architects & 
Quanatity Surveyors). We worked on Design of Residences, Commercial & Industrial Buildings,  
Kalyan Mantaps, in Bangalore, Hosur, Mysore and Mangalore. In 1994, I moved to USA and 

worked there for around 18 years at various capacities including Design Build project for FBI, 
Quantico.     
TS: What are your most fond memories of your time at UVCE. 
MP: Our college days, I should say, was very nice and memorable even though it was tough 

and hard. 5 years of Integrated Engineering was rigorous and it kept us busy with classes 
starting from 7.30 AM in the morning till 5.30 PM. We had too many subjects to study and the 
syllabus was voluminous. On top of it we had 10 days of Survey Camp in the Third Year which 

was common for all branches of Engineering. For Civil Branch, we had 10 days of extensive 
Survey Camp both in Fourth and Final Year at Ghati Subbarmanya.  

 Survey Camp use to be very nice. We use to be busy in the morning - out in the field in the 
hot sun, in a group of five. We use to have lot of fun, interaction. Lecturers use to be very 
supportive. One of our batch mate by name V.S. Natraj( who he is no more) was very funny and 

witty. I feel like recalling and mentioning the joke he made with the lecturer Mr. Pillappa, when 
he was explaining about the Bench Mark established while levelling. While we were carrying out 

the levelling there were lot of Cows and Bison grazing in the field. He purposely asked Mr. 
Pillappa can we establish a Bench Mark on the tail of the Cow. We all laughed, but Mr. Pillappa 
was very polite answered Natraj in Kannada it is a moving animal and one has to establish a 
Bench Mark on a permanent object and not on moving object.  

 Evenings use to be busy in preparing and plotting the details after survey work was done. 
In the night after dinner we use to chitchat, sing, do mimicry etc. On top of the Survey Camp we 
use to have Project Tour of North and South India. It was of 3 weeks in Fourth and Final Year. It 

was a good exposure to see all the places and it was of engineering interest and importance.  
There are many moe fond memories of those days. It was fun; I enjoyed my College days at UVCE. 
We had very good staff, very supportive but they were very strict, principled as well. 

TS: What message would you like to give to the current UVCE Students? 

MP: My message to present day students, when we were small kids we were taught ABCD 
etc. by our parents and teachers at School. But, the ABCD what we learnt should not be forgotten 
after growing up. We should use these Alphabets & make a difference to the Society: 

A represents to have Aspiration, Ambition and Action Oriented 

B Represents to  be Bold, Believe in yourself and  

C Represents to have Commitment and Conviction 

D Represents to have Dedication, Determination and to be Duty Oriented 

Similarly all the alphabets have meaning, make use of these and be good and useful Citizens. 

Study hard, do well and the Good Life will follow  

IN CONVERSATION WITH PRABHAKAR 



DOWN THE MEMORY LANE WITH GOVINDLAKSHMAN 

 Born in a poor family in Bangalore, (probably in the bottom 1% of 
the population) my uneducated parents, especially my mother was 
determined to educate her children, so that her children would have a 
better standard of living than they did. So, we were motivated to succeed 
in life. My parents were both working in a factory as laborers. I always 
dreamt of owning my own factory.  
 When I was in UVCE, between 1966 and 1971, practical classes 
such as Workshop practice, carpentry, foundry, Machine Drawing, 
Mechanical Lab were always my favorite subjects. Soon after my final 
exams I was able to come to USA, in 1971, with my brother’s help. Instead 
of pursuing a Masters degree in Engineering, I chose to do my undergraduate degree in Industrial 
management, since I was planning to start my own manufacturing company. Having a well 

defined, realistic & attainable goal is very important to succeed in life.  
 While in UVCE, we used to get some afternoons off, and we used to go to a theater in 
Chickpet for movies. One such movie that I saw there was : “The Graduate” starring Dustin 

Hoffman as the new Graduate, and his family friend Mr. McGuire advices him: “ just remember 
one word: PLASTICS, there is a great future in Plastics”.  
 This one word stuck in my mind and made a lot of sense in choosing my career in plastics. 
Everyone I knew were working in metals. But, plastics was where opportunities were. After my 

first year of college in West Virginia, I went to Chicago to look for a summer job, since there were 
no job opportunities in West Virginia. My goal was to find a summer job preferably in the plastics 
field. An ad in a local paper was for a machinist in a plastics manufacturing company. But this 

Company happened to be in a suburb with no public transportation. As I was walking door to door 
in an industrial area looking for a job, I ran across a friend in a car, and I asked him if he could 
drive me to this Plastics Company where the machinist’s job was. He agreed, and I called the 
company, the job was still open, and we were on our way. When we got there the secretary said 
the job is not open. I told her that I had just called and have come a long way to apply for the job, 

and pleaded with her to at least give me a chance to talk to the supervisor in the department. It 
just so happened that the supervisor had a big back log of orders in the lathe department, and 
asked me if I could operate a lathe, and gave me a test. My machine shop practice at UVCE was a 

great help. I got the job, and I had to buy a car for $150 to commute to this job. With the car and 
the overtime in that company, and a second job, I was working as much as 20 hours a day, and 
was able to make enough money to pay for 2 years of my college. Perseverance & hard work are 
always fruitful. 

 After graduating from college, I went back to the same Plastics 
Company in 1973, got my visa and I eventually became the Plant 
Manager & boss of the Supervisor that had originally hired me. My goal 
at that point was to save $10,000 and go back to Bangalore & start my 

own manufacturing Company. After a couple of years, this company 
owner’s son took my job & I was fired for no reason. Humiliated by this 
experience, I made up my mind not to work for any other company and 
wanted to start my business more than ever before. This gave me 
enough motivation and reason to start my own Company in 1978, 

before I had any other financial responsibilities to my family. Because 
this is what I always wanted to do. I postponed having children or 

buying a house & I asked my wife to work and support me for 2 years while starting my company 
as a one man operation. My Company was self-sustaining within a year. Because of my hands-on 
capability of making molds and operate many machines, I was able to make many molds for 
customers that already had molds in other companies, so they could switch their sources, without 
having to pay for molds again.   



 I chose a company name Polyurethane Products Corporation, so if anyone is looking for 
any Polyurethane Products, our company name comes up first on any search engine. In the first 
year of business I attended 10 trade shows & exhibitions, and got many business contacts and 
new product ideas based on problems that engineers were facing in their plants. While solving 
problems that these engineers were facing, I started developing many new products that were 
innovative & unique, as standard products that anyone with similar applications could buy as 

standard stock products. Because of my ability to design and manufacture many of the molds that 
were required to produce these parts, I was able to produce these parts at a very low cost. Our 
specialty and niche is Urethane Tooling for Sheet metal bending applications. We have 
Polyurethane (or urethane) bending dies that can bend up to 10mm thick stainless steel sheets 
into any radius shapes without any die marks. To meet the demand from our customers, I started 

another complementary company: Press Brake Tooling Corporation, where we manufacture steel 
Press Brake Tooling. If someone is looking for a tooling set-up to bend sheet metal into radius 
shapes, we are the only company in the world that can manufacture both the steel punch and the 
Polyurethane Die, in lengths up to 10 meters. We are one of the top manufacturing companies in 
our field not only in USA, but in the world. We export our products all over the world. Our 
products are used for bending polished Stainless Steel sheets used in appliances, medical devices, 
architectural applications. Singapore & Germany are two of our major export countries. We are 
one of the few companies that ship regularly to China from USA.  

 Even though I am supposed to be retired, I still like to get up at 5:00 A.M. & go to work. I 
enjoy inventing new products. I recently got a U.S. patent for one of my products (shown in red) 
that is used for bending sheet metal to radius shapes. A Chinese philosopher once said: “Choose a 

job you love, you never have to work a day in your life”.  

Giving back to my mother land & UVCE 

 About 30 years ago, I started a branch of my company in Bangalore, as a 100% Export 
Oriented Unit, which we operated for 10 years. I could write a separate book about this 
experience in India. In 2003, when India had a severe shortage of Foreign Exchange, NRIs were 
the biggest contributors to help India. In 2003, the prime minister of India Mr.Vajpayee had 
organized the first Pravasi Bharatiya Divas, and in appreciation of the NRIs’ contributions to 

their motherland, he had arranged a nice party in Delhi with a 14 gun salute by the Parliament 
building to the NRIs that attended the function. I was invited to this function and this was the 
most gratifying moment of my life to have done something worthwhile to my country.  

 I am immensely grateful for the best education I got in India (most of it in Government 
schools and colleges) and especially UVCE for the best Engineering education that I got from the 
most dedicated teachers in each field.  

 The five years at UVCE are the most memorable time of my life and the friendship of my 
classmates is cherished. During the Alumni re-union in 2012, I met the HOD of Mechanical 
Engineering Department who told me about the deplorable condition with no lights in class 
rooms. When I visited the department and saw the condition it brought tears to my eyes to see 
the deteriorated condition of the machine shop, foundry, carpentry shop etc., where I had learned 

so much of practical knowledge. I hired an electrician to replace all the light bulbs and fans in all 
class rooms & labs. The Machine shop had portions of roof missing and the wall had fallen off the 
carpentry shop. I met the Principal & Vice Chancellor of BU and asked permission to fix them by 
donating the required money, and hiring my own contractors and I did not get permission. A 
couple of years later, the whole Machine shop building collapsed and is now demolished. For the 

Golden Jubilee year of my graduation from UVCE, I am interested in donating Rs.50 Lakhs for re-
building the Machine Shop, when UVCE becomes autonomous. I request each & every one of 
UVCE alumni, my class mates and friends to donate whatever they can to improve UVCE, in 
appreciation of the great education all of us got from this great Engineering College.   

 UVCE is our alma mater. It is like our mother, who is a century old and fragile who 
needs our help, and may be a walking stick. We will be indebted to UVCE for ever, for the 
best Engineering Education that we have received. SO, LET’S ALL PITCH IN AND MAKE A 

COMMITMENT TO IMPROVE UVCE  
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Team Sampada: Could you please introduce yourself to our readers 

SK Kodandaramaiah: I am from 1971 Mech; Thanks to Sampada for 

this opportunity to share few memories and points with you. I am a 

native of Anekal near Bangalore settled down in Bangalore, I did my ME 

(Mech) from BITS Pilani in 1973, and later I also did an advanced course 

in “Energy Planning and Environment” from University of Oslo, 

Norway  in 1987 and that gave me vision to think big and understand the 

complexities of entire energy management cycle. I continue to work in 

an advisory role for couple of companies. 

TS: How was your professional journey after graduating from UVCE 

till now? 

SKK: It has been a great and a very long journey. Looking back, it looks like leaving college 

in 1971 was like yesterday with time  flying,   life looks fascinating with its diversity ,working in 

many organisations/many people, acquiring various skills with diversified exposure in various 

industries. My core specialization has been in Project execution mostly in Power plants, Steel 

plants and many Industrial projects. One aspect which was on the roll was my travelling till one 

year back and it never stopped. I have visited almost all the states in India and also extensively 

travelled abroad, pursuing business and marketing initiatives. 

After brief stints as lecturer in Ramaiah College of Engineering and in HAL Hyderabad, I joined 

BHEL Chennai in 1974. 22 years of working in BHEL helped me to learn a lot and gain experience 

which would not have possible anywhere else. I had opportunities to head projects at IFFCO Kalol 

and ONGC Uran between 1979 and 1985. ONGC Uran on the sea coast near Mumbai, was the first 

commercial application of waste heat generation of Co-Generation technology with Power and 

steam generation in the country with 2x20mw Gas Turbines and Waste Heat Boilers capturing 

heat from Gas Turbine exhaust. After 10 years of working in various project sites, I was 

transferred in 1985 to Western Region HQ in Baroda as Manager, and was overseeing the 

operations of Power Projects in Gujarat State and later Maharashtra state. This gave me lot of 

exposure in handling multiple large-scale projects; execution of entire range of packages; 

managing power plants; understanding the complexities of project execution and working on 

Customer relationships at top level. 

 As part of reorganisation of BHEL for Regions, the HQ of Western Region was shifted to 

Nagpur and I was tasked to head the newly formed group of Commercial and Contracts for the 

Region as Sr Manager and later as DGM which I headed for about 6 years. Here I gained lot of 

experience in drafting very complex contracts for project execution, and gained expertise in 

Contracts Management. It was a continuous challenge to work on new methods needed for 

execution of large capacity units involving Civil, Structural, Mechanical, Piping and Electrical 

works at various project sites. For the country’s first hybrid 250mw set installed at Dahanu, I 

worked on the resource planning structure for execution which was later followed for all other 

similar units across the country. It is my strong conviction that for any large project execution, 

one should have sound knowledge of Civil and Electrical works as all the projects work starts 

with Civil works and ends with Electrical works. I was also part of the core team in implementing 

two fast track Gas based projects of 60mw each in Malaysia with cycle times of 180 days, which 

was a wonderful experience.  

 In 1996 I took a call to leave BHEL as many opportunities came across and I joined MNC 

company - General Electric of USA in its Indian Joint Venture located at Delhi as Executive 

Director (commercial) responsible for the marketing operations of South Asia. But my passion 

was always in execution of projects. So in 2001, I joined a start-up company Sunil HiTech 

Engineers Ltd located in Nagpur in 2002.  

IN TALKS WITH KODANDARAMIAH 



It was small company with a turnover of around 20 crores and I joined as Whole Time Director 

and CEO and helped the company to grow by undertaking major diversification. This helped us to 

achieve a turnover of 150 crore in manufacturing. In 2007, I helped the company to go public to 

get listed in BSE and NSE as a public limited company and took the turnover to over Rs 1000cr in 

a matter of 7 to 8 years of time period.  

 Since 2013 I am associated with Powermech Projects Ltd (PMPL), Hyderabad based Project 

company with a present turnover of Rs 2700 cr and  working on a part time basis as Director 

(Business Development) operating from Bangalore, and mainly helping the company in major 

diversification, supporting in resolving contractual issues with customer and also facilitating 

investor relationships. I am also helping another company Coastal Projects Ltd (CPL), in 

supporting for its major contractual issues the company faced with its customers like BMRCL. I 

have to take a call when I should hang my boots!!! 

TS: What are your most fond memories of your time at UVCE? Can you please share some of 

the faculty members' related details? 

SKK: The best learning part in UVCE was the composite learning we had for 3 years in all the 

branches, of Civil, Mechanical, Electrical and I found it was vastly useful during my professional 

career in undertaking Civil, Mechanical and Electrical works. The important part of the learning 

was the practical’s in labs, workshops, surveying camps at Ghati Subramanya, going on Project 

tours in the state and also All India tours. NCC training was a great experience of undergoing 

regimented discipline including NCC camps which helped to develop lot of comradeship with our 

friends. These exposures gave a sense of openness to the outside world and the ability to work 

anywhere. The most important learning was to working together with friends all the time in the 

class room, various labs and workshops, outside the class rooms, chatting in front of college 

library, eating in the canteen. The better part of our learning was during the practical classes   at 

Foundry shop, Smithy shop, Machine shop, IC engine lab, Electrical Machines lab, Strength of 

Materials lab, Surveying in Cubbon Park and adjacent roads of college.  

 I think in Mechanical Department, we had more freedom compared to other branches and 

many times the classes were noisy and the Faculty were quite understanding. We had some of the 

best faculty members - Prof DV Gundurao, Dr BK Ramaiah, Chandrashekar, Sethuram, 

Balakrishna,Ramamurthy, Prof Rameshan of Maths, Madegowda of Maths, Dr Chowdaiah, Dr 

Lingaiah, Dr Ranga    and many others . I am thankful for all the learning imparted by our 

esteemed Faculty both in the class rooms and also in the practical labs. . 

 TS: How do you like to compare the UVCE then and now? How different is it and how would 

you like to move forward? 

SKK: I think the very fact related to study in UVCE those days was a matter of great pride 

and huge sense of belonging to study in the number one Engineering college of the State states the 

difference. As the best and the brightest of the State were interested to be in UVCE and with 

admissions were limited and quite tough, UVCE was everyone’s aspiration. As mentioned earlier, 

the exposure we got with composite learning in various branches apart from Mechanical was 

crucial. But the best part was the great learning we had was in the marvelous workshops of 

Mechanical department, and each of us would have been greatly benefitted by it. 

 For me even today when I enter the college the old memories come back. I recall that this 

college had the great infrastructure in terms of buildings and structures built long back and going 

forward, we a reputation to preserve. But any institution, the older it becomes, the need to 

modernize becomes essential in order to compete with other institutions and UVCE is no different. 

We should not worry too much on the past glory, as there is scope to recapture it by bringing all 

the stake holders together. The alumni also should play a proactive role to help their alma-mater.  

The College needs lot of investments in new facilities meeting the needs of students and faculty 

for the next 30 years, and a vision for where the college should be in the next 5, 10 and 30 years 

and the goal should be clearly set. To regain its glory, there is lot of hard work to be done.  



Team Sampada: Could you please introduce yourself Sir 

Anand: Hi, I am B N Anand from 1971 Electrical batch. I run a small scale 
industry of manufacturing Corrugated boxes – Chirag Card Containers – at 
Kamakshipalya, Bengaluru. I started this venture in 1981 and have been able to 
run the show for almost 40 years now. I am part of various MSME Associations 
and served at various capacities.  

TS: Before we proceed further, it would be good to know a bit more about this domain of 

corrugated boxes. Can you please tell our readers more about your industry? 

Anand: Corrugated boxes are the main packaging mechanism used majorly by industries 
around the world now. Consider industries like Processed Food, Pharmacy, Clothing, etc which 
need proper packing to help in shipping across to multiple locations. We use “Kraft” paper for 
manufacturing these boxes in our company. As per requirements, these boxes are manufactured 

in various forms and using different types of methods. Universal Style Boxes which are used by 
majority of the logistics companies (of various sizes) are one of the types which we manufacture 
as well. We rely on raw materials like Kraft paper which are sourced from various places. But 
high-quality of the material can only be imported. And the Glue (which is starch based) is mainly 

obtained from Mumbai after processing. For other raw materials (based on the need), we obtain 
it from different vendors. We have one line of production & capacity of producing 2.5 to 3 tonnes 
of paper into boxes per day. We outsource most kind of printing, be it, offset or box printing  

TS: About the Current Corona Situation. What are your thoughts? How it has impacted you? 

Anand: I agree that MSME are hit badly because of Corona situation around the globe. 
Getting skilled labourers itself is a very difficult challenge in small scale industries and retaining 
them is even harder. Now, when many of them are struggling for basic essentials, it will be 
challenging to make them stay back. If we specifically talk about our company, we were totally 
shut for initial 1 week. But, because packaging is required to transport anything, we were given 
special permission and we delivered couple of orders to the clients. One or two orders had to be 
turned down because we did not run on full capacity. But, we have tried our best to take care of 
our workers. I do think that the forecasting from the Govt on the magnitude of the effects was 
missing. The Bureaucrats needed to spearhead the planning and could have made sure that 
sufficient amount of advance notice was made to the public and enterprises to prepare 
themselves. I am very concerned about the migrant labourers and their conditions. They are the 

supporting pillars of any industry. We need to care more about their well-being along with 
stopping the spread of corona.  

 In parallel, I also think it’s an opportunity who are willing to innovate and adapt. One of 

the example that can be considered is the Bed/Cot for quarantine patients of corona constructed 
of the packaging material. These can be easily assembled, disposable as needed. They are light-

weight and transporting is not a concern. Along with these benefits, they are cost effective too. 
So, such ideas can benefit the society and also help in sustaining the industry. 

TS: We request you to share some advice to our readers who are aspiring to be entrepreneurs 

Anand: To start something on your own means you have to be enterprising. Along with 
intelligence, you also need to be street smart and be ready to wear different hats as needed. You 
need to be a labourer in front of the machinery, interact with the client and get orders as 
salesman, get the payments done from them as an owner, keep innovating and adapting to the 
situation as a leader along with being a team player. So, if you aspire to be independent, it is 
always good to start with small companies which will help in learning different aspects – market, 
raw materials, network, process, art of marketing etc. Also, you will get exposure to challenges 
that you may future, when you start on your own (like dependency on machinery or sustenance 

of skilled labourers etc). I also urge the Entrepreneurs of UVCE to come together and develop a 
network which can be beneficial to each other. Also, they can inspire and motivate younger 

generation to take the leap and start their own ventures by supporting and guiding them. 

IN CONVERSATION WITH ANANDA B N 



OLD & NEW MEMORIES 

Cycling Trip to 

Muthyalamaduvu, a tourist 

attraction located near Anekal 

Recent Meetup for Preparation of Golden 

Jubilee Reunion Event 

Near K R Circle, in front of the 

Sir M V statue  

1971 Batch During UVCE Payana - Centenary Event 



 The 12th of April 2022 was a date that can be deeply etched in 

our memories as another important date in the lives of 1971 batch of 

our Alma matter UVCE. The Covid 19 pandemic was a spanner in the 

works as our batch of 1971 could not have done Golden Jubilee 

celebrations one year ago. This batch, as one of our friends aptly said 

that started in 1966 and continues till date. It begins 5 years earlier 

the graduation, when we joined UVCE as young and highly motivated 

boys/girls and the 5 years of staying together, bonding, attending the 

NCC and survey camps, going on tours etc which are the treasure 

troves for each one of us. 

 In this regard dear Kamesh was the torch bearer of providing leadership along with many 

other of our college mates to bring us all together on the WhatsApp  platform since the last few 

years. It is also important to note that the young team of the UVCE Graduates Association were 

always there to provide us the support and push needed to sustain it over time. In this regard, 

the energy, the passion and the commitment being displayed by Satish and his team who are 

spearheading the Graduates Association as part of building the alumni community is 

commendable. It was the same team in the back end,  helping on 12th April to provide infra & 

logistics support to ensure the Golden Jubilee celebration was a grand success.  

 The overall plan and discussion started more than a year ago and initially the plan was to 

have it in 2021 itself, which unfortunately did not happen because of the pandemic. There were 

multiple meetings (online ones which was challenging for few of us) and later in couple of places 

to finalize the event and its execution. Everyone pitched in their own way to make sure the 

Golden Jubilee was a success. 

 On 11th April, the idea of visiting Jnana Bharathi campus was suggested by Anand so that 

we could have a look at the University HQ located in the serene green forest and also visit the 

Civil Department. Around 12 of us were present and it was Anand leading all the way guiding and 

showcasing the Bio park next to the Ambedkar Bhavan at JnanaBharathi campus. It was an 

interesting interaction with Prof Ravi Kumar, Chairperson of Civil Department and couple of 

faculty members who gave us an overview of how the Department functions. We were glad to 

know that the Civil department is also undertaking many Industrial consultancy projects and 

providing solutions and also making some modest revenue generation via these activities. We 

also went around the various labs and got to know the infrastructure available along with 

equipment, instruments etc. 

 The next day, we were welcomed by the sight of our college freshly painted and 

renovation done after long years of neglect. We hope and pray that this is continued further in 

the coming days to enhance the infrastructure standards in all aspects of our college. It was a 

heart warming sight right before the 9 30 morning schedule to see many of our friends streaming 

enthusiastically to the college campus to reconnect with the lost years of face to face interaction. 

The most defining sight was the college quadrangle - in front of the historical library during our 

days - with the memorable sight of the two trees guarding the College and a testimony to the 

historical background of our college. That place in front of the library was where we all would 

have spent of our spare time during class intervals, building the intense bond of friendship for 

life. Even though the total strength of our batch in all the branches together was around 210, the 

participation was about 65-70 from all the branches and the interesting aspect is the 

participation from our NRI friends Govind Lakshman from US and  Ashok Patil from Canada. 

Golikere came flying down from Mumbai for this meet and few others travelled from various 

parts of Karnataka. The registration formalities were completed in time and it was nice to have 

assembled in the newly renovated Senate Hall in the first floor. 

GOLDEN JUBILEE REUNION –1971 BATCH 



 The function was graced by the Principal Dr H N Ramesh as the Chief Guest and Prof C K 

Umesh HOD of Mechanical department, along with Govind Lakshman as President for the 

proceedings. The entire proceedings were compered ably by Narayanaswamy. The function was 

started with an invocation rendered nicely by Sri Guruprasad and followed by the welcome 

address and the follow up address made by the key speakers  as below: 

* Welcome address by Dr Suresh Babu: Suresh babu’s welcome address was  with the 

photogenic memory of the days of learning in the college for 5 years from 1966 to 71 by narrating 

the entire sequence of our learning during the period. He continued by paying tributes to the 

founders of the college the wrest while king of Mysore Nalwadi Krishnaraj Wodiayr and Bharata 

Ratna Sir M Visvesvaraya. He thanked the Principal for accommodating the request to use the 

Senate Hall and also joining for the occasion. All the dignitaries on the dias were presented with  

the bouquet. He also shared a few words about the batch, with many having carved out expertise 

in different fields - having worked in academic field; taken jobs in the Government, Public sector, 

Private companies; many having started their own enterprises;  few served the call of duty for 

Nation’s defense as well. 

* Address by Principal, Dr H N Ramesh: Principal in his speech brought out the various 

aspects of the working of UVCE and the difficulties the institution has been facing with advent of 

more Private Engineering colleges in Bangalore and various struggles and travails the faculty, the 

administration and the students undergoing in keeping the college functioning on day-to-day 

basis. He also that mentioned that when the UVCE students go for the interview along with the 

other students from other colleges, they are doing much better while getting the job opportunities.   

This only demonstrates the hard work being put up by both the Faculty and the Students in 

qualifying them to meet the standards set by the industry for recruitment and placement. It is 

heartening the brand of UVCE is still  kept flying high be these sincere efforts.  

After this, many of the distinguished alumni from the batch shared their professional experience 

and also brought out many ideas to help the College: 

* Sri Golikere (Mechanical): With his vast experience in Research , Development, & also 

entrepreneurship in his area of expertise on Machine Tools and related fields, he brought out the 

vast changes which are happening around in the manufacturing industries and related fields and 

brought out the following salient features in his brief address.  

* Sri M Prabhakar (Civil): In his address, Prabhakar mentioned that it is the teachers and 

students who make a great institution. College is a profound place where Vidya Dhana is offered 

which is eternal and ultimate and gives happiness. He remembered and thanked Prof. B.K. 

Ramaiah,  Prof. B.C. Rajanna, Prof. G.N.Radhakrishna, Prof. M.K.L.N. Sastry, Prof. Gundu Rao, 

Prof. Chowdiah, Prof. G. Parameswarappa and quite many eminent lecturers who taught us well.  

* Sri Venkatesh G (Electrical): Venkatesh has an 

exceptional background as an entrepreneur and a 

successful businessman shared his views of four 

important areas in which we can pool our resources to 

help the students and the institution—Provide financial 

assistance to students in need; Help/Support them with 

their career and skill development; Join hands for the 

infrastructure needs of the institution & Guide students 

in technical projects etc. He committed from his side to 

donate one sophisticated 3PH power analyzer from a 

company called VITREK of USA. This is a multi-

functional instrument which display active power, reactive power, PF, Current, voltage, 

frequency, wave forms, harmonics etc. He also mentioned about donating few other equipment 

and arrange few of his company engineers to arrange a presentation. 



* Dr M S Suresh (Electrical): Dr M S Suresh who has 

worked in ISRO and later served as Principal & Dean of 

BNMIT, has a vast experience in academics and 

research. He spoke about the need for the college to 

focus on creating an environment for the students which 

is conducive of innovation. He even mentioned that the 

alumni need to come together and support initiatives 

like MARVEL - R&D Lab setup by UVCEGA. He 

mentioned about being part of a Committee initiated by 

UVCEGA and ideas/suggestions shared by of the 

members in it, which can help in building the 

momentum that is required once UVCE becomes autonomous. 

* Shri Raghavendra (Mechanical): Even at this late years of his career it is amazing and 

refreshing that Raghavendra is undertaking path breaking innovative products and be brought 

out the near commercialized product in the form of GIRIJA JAL It is a matter of great pride that 

our batch mate is pursuing and arriving at such unique solution which can significantly 

contribute to serve the public. He pointed that the students of the college should be encouraged 

to come forward and participate in such initiatives with the alumni. 

* Presidential Address by GovindLakshman:  Lakshman  who has established his great 

achievements in a foreign land as successful entrepreneur, has been fully involved in the last 

couple of years about “Giving Back to UVCE” . On many occasions during his previous visits, he 

has been pushing for the cause of improving the infrastructure quality in the College. He has 

been meeting the key people involved in the University and the Government to pursue the 

changes to be made for improving the present condition of the college.   

 He was very straightforward and to the point on raising funds needed for the infra 

improvements needed for the college. He made fervent appeals to the other entrepreneurs and all 

the participants to be generous and join hands. Lakshman’s commitment to the college is deeply 

emotional and ingrained  to pay back to the Alma mater. It is a matter of great pride for all of us 

that he is leading from the front in the right direction. In the end, he mentioned again about his 

commitment of 50 Lakh rupees towards the Mechanical Labs development and hoped more 

people will join hands in the future. 

* Vote of thanks by N G Suresh: As the curtains were to come down for the wonderful 

reunion, Sureh very aptly proposed the vote of thanks to the Principal Dr Ramesh, HOD of 

Mechanical Department Dr Umesh and all the participants of our batch. He thanked the college 

for having provided the Senate hall for conducting the proceedings. It was also matter of saying 

thanks to the team of Graduates Association and student volunteers led by Satish who were there 

to provide all their support. But Suresh mentioned that one person who needs all our thanks is 

Kameshwaran, who from the beginning drove this with passion and dedication. 

 It is also matter of appreciation that 

Narayanaswamy had conducted the proceedings 

with exceptional standing, providing opportunity 

and time to all the speakers to bring out their 

thoughts. After this ,  we moved to the front of the 

old Library, near the two trees fro groups photos. 

Everyone wanted a snap in their mobile to 

remember this wonderful occasion. The student 

photographer also shot videos from the drone and 

it was a surprise hit among the participants. We 

went around the campus and were delighted to see 

some of the renovation works take up while 

preserving the heritage structure of the college buildings. 



 After a short tour of the college and the photoshoot, we went to the Century Club, which is 

again established by Bharat Ratna Si M Visvesvaraya himself. The lunch at the Century Club was 

courtesy of  Guruprassanna’s membership in the Club. The lunch was  good opportunity to meet 

all our old friends, catch up about the 50 years and recall the days in college. Some of the 

memories made us nostalgic, while few others made us laugh.  

 It was certainly a great get together and a memorable day to remember. Thanks to this 

event, we were able to meet many of our batch mates whom we would not have met for the last 

50 years after passing out in 1971. The spirit of the togetherness, the camaraderie and the bond  

was foisted again among our batch people. We all decided to keep in touch via WhatsApp and 

definitely meet on a regular basis in the coming days, whenever there is an opportunity. The 

utilization of the funds collected in order “To Give Back” to UVCE would be discussed and 

finalized in the coming days. However, we were glad that an article was published in “NewsTrail” 

which can be read here in detail 

 

https://newstrailindia.com/inner.php?id=6441






 

TEAM: Fouzan (4th Sem), Varsha Bhat(8th Sem), Niranjan, Sanjana, Harsha S,  

Chitra S Reddy, Meghashree G, Satish A G & SriHarsha D V (VisionUVCE Team) 

 Be it VU Scholarships or Avalokana Centenary Souvenir, be it 5K Centenary Marathon or 
UVCE Payana, alumni from 1971 batch have always supported us in all possible ways - Being 

physically present, financially backing us, guiding us etc.  
 For UVCE Payana, Venkatesh Sir from Globetek were the Gold Sponsors and encouraged us 
to organize the event. Dr M S Suresh sir helped us to convince the BNMIT college authorities for 
becoming the Diamond Sponsors of UVCE Payana.  He also actively participated in the Panel 

Discussion. GovindLakshman sir helped us while printing Avalokana Souvenir by publishing ads. 
Kamesh sir and Anand sir have been guiding and supporting us (even when VisionUVCE was very 
young) and have been the nurturing spirit.  For Scholarships contribution which is an yearly 
activity and from the past few years, various people from 1971 batch have been regularly 
contributing to support the deserving students. When we planned to establish MARVEL—R&D 

Lab, the group of alumni contacted us and helped us with the furnishing—computer tables, chairs 

etc, which has helped the students a lot. 
 Even for organizing the Golden Jubilee, they always kept us in the loop, though we are 
much less experienced and juniors to them. They always made sure that we felt comfortable. 
UVCE Graduates Association has gained 880+ members out of which more than 120+ are from 
people in 1970,71,72 batch—thanks to support from this batch. We were able to reach out to many 
new alumni because of the consistent approach of Kamesh sir. 
 It is only because of such encouragement and support, earlier VisionUVCE and now UVCE 
Graduates Association is able to sustain various initiatives. More than the funds, it is the trust 
and belief on us that keeps us going. We hope to maintain the trust and work with them in the 

future as well. Team Sampada wishes everyone in 1971 batch a “Happy 50th year Anniversary” of 
Graduation!! We wish them good health and hope that we will be able to help in organizing more 
such Reunions for them in the future !!  

THANK YOU NOTE 


